Environmental Engineering Minor

Swenson College of Science and Engineering

The environmental engineering minor develops a student’s ability to understand and address environmental concerns. Coursework provides broad-based science and engineering knowledge suited to pollution prevention and waste management. The minor enhances degrees in science or other engineering fields.

Why UMD

- Active learning environment
- Access to state-of-the-art instrumentation
- Focus on undergraduate teaching and research

Student Clubs

American Institute of Chemical Engineers (AIChE) [1] - UMD’s official community for chemical engineers where you can meet other students and faculty, and find out about employment and research opportunities.

We have a number of engineering groups on campus including but not limited to, the Society of Women Engineers (SWE), the Order of the Engineer, the Minnesota Society of Professional Engineers, and Tau Beta Pi Honor Society.

Links

[1] https://bulldoglink.d.umn.edu/organization/AICHE